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PADUCAH, KY.,, FRIDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 27, 1907

VOL. XXII NO.73

"•••••••^

ABOUT NOVEMBER 15 IS TIME
T. V. POWDERLY SPEAKS AT European Nations Desires to Keep Better Classes
McCRACKEN COUNTY COURT
at Home and Resist Our Efforts to Attract Them SET FOR PRESENTATION OF
C. G. MUTZNBERG. SILVER SERVICE TO PADUCAH
HOUSE ABOUT IMMIGRATIOA
Interesting Facts and Figures on Subject—Address by Chief
of National Bureau of Information This Morning—Notable
Address.

Hager's Methods and His Words

ELT St AT ES
HE WILL TAKE HAND
SETTLING STRIKE.

•

ROI/SE%

State Immigration Agent
Tells of Difficulties Encountered in Ttying to Induce
Swiss and Austrians to
Come to merica—Confere nee
at Palmer House Yesterday

Pictures Submitted by Mr.
Wolff are tccepted by Commission on Behalf of the City
and Mr. Wolff i'ommunicates
With E g TR v ers Without
Delay, Urging Them to the
Utmost Diligence in Filling
the f order.

Louisv lilt',
Sept. 27.--Methods least one case that it was leauuse the
Washington, Sept. 27.—President Roosevelt said that lie had
which were in use during 1905, 1906 bank did not record the honoring of
check for three weeks after it
consented to receive %Mlle &WUand the first half of I9n7 in handling the
was recorded on the auditor's books
nientatry statements fruit. the
Clarification of the immigration to raise wages. As long as we have so accounts between William J. Semon- The delayed payment Was kept up
striking telegraph operator% tttttI
problem for western Kentucky was much undeveloped resources. the ad- in. during that time clerk of Jeffer- for moeths and morths, and was not
that %t hen theme are hi hie hands
accomplished this morning in the dition of brawn will not lower wages. son county, and State Auditor S. W. discovered until M. S'ernonin, over
he o ill undoubtedly cull lilt°
speech at the courthouse of Hon. His department has requests from all Hager, and
Mr. Hager** protest, had beeneeamovLabor C
consult •
Treasurer
Henry
BosTerrence V. Powderly, of Washing- over the United States from manuFurther
tliaii this he
er
worth, are shown by an inspection oill ed front office, wheu a eshoVdown"
Afternoon.
ton, a C., head of the bureau of in- facturers. railroads, farm families and
arrentrettient% had
said tleat
the records of the state oftiees to have was compelled, and it was found that
persons.
formation, department of immigra- Mines, for over 2,000,000
he was short. This is the status of
heen Jade for atny conference rebeen extremely loose.
tion. By following his muggestions the and as fast as possible, the cities are
an office which handles a quarter of a
garding the strike.
The
folinvestigation
the
shows
need of an immigration aseociation is being scoured for a man or woman
lowing facte: Mr. Semonin got be- million dollars each jeer.
Just as keenly alive to the emieliminated, except that the idea of for each place; for before he will unmind in his accounts in January
Probably the most striking contrast gration problem as the United States
necesit
is
immigration should have an organi- dertake to supply labor,
RILL HE
l'ItESENT Eli H ERE.
1905, but not seriously until October betwee Mr. Hager's statement and are all those foreign countries, front
zation to keep it alive. But for the sary for the applicant for labor, to
during
the
1905,
cantthick
of
the
of
his
office
is secured which this country in the past has
the records
,
purposes of securing the immigrants, give specific information about the
paign preceding the election at which trent the following excerpt from his secured its most desirable immigraIf the citizens of this end of the state position. Mr. Powderly showed him
will avail themselves of the nations: self to be fantlear with the whole his office was at stake; beginning card, issued after criticism had been tion. ia the advice brought back to
While it is possible that the silver
bureau of information, there will be subject and he was followed with with that month his accounts first In made against him for not having de- the Kentucky state board of agriculservice for the guhbost Paducah may
1905,
during
October,
a
time
long
Mutzenberg,
tected sooner the conditions which ture by Mr. Charles CP
no necessity
of sending agents marked interest.
not be ready before January 1, and
enough for the succeeding month's resulted in the arrest of Clerk Sena- the agent of this state in Switzerland.
Develot eit.
abroad or maintaining other expenunavoidable delay, will ob Mayor
to the
Some startling developments of funds to have come in, when it Was onin, July 23, on the charge of em- Mr. Mutzenberg reported
sive machinery.
Yeiser of the honor of presenting
auditor;
turned
In
in
to
its
most
the
at
afternoon
bezzlement:
"So
far
as
bilis
yesterday
office
is
board
The department of which Mr. Pow- interurban lines in northern states
•he service on behalf of the city. afderly is the head, secures xpecific in- were shown in Mr. Wilson's speech. ipstances a month elapsed before the advised, the wrong consists alone In meeting in the Palmer House.
ter he has worked so hard getting the
Germany, Austria, France and
formation from every pert of the The part these electric lines have auditor receited the check, accord- the failure to Meet the (heck given
appropriation, the commission in
laws
the
books,
law
although
ing
to
his
Richardson,
federal
have
passed
report.'
Switzerland
to
cover
June
played
Hawkins,
As
the
a
matdevelopment
Cora
Ethel
in
of
the
the
secUnited States, as to soil. climatic concharge of the arrangements, composditions. prices of lands, and wages tions they traverse, indicates that required that not more than ten doe's ter of fact, Mr. Semonin failed tol that make it extremely difficult to Louise Janes and Vera Johnstoa form ed of Mayor D. A. Yelser. Alderman
for labor. which It distributes among western Kentucky would profit vastly should elapse! In addition, the checks send any check at all for the March solicit emigrants for this country. the cadet class organized yesterday Chamblin and Councilman Lackey.
the immigrants in the great cities. rfom having these arteries of com- were not entered on the treasurer's collections for licenses, according These laws provide that before a per- afternoon at a special meeting of are aiming at November 15 as
the
Thousands of immigrants are idle in merce. The beginning of interurban books until weeks after they had to the records, allowing the whole son can solicit eneigrants. he must the teachers at Washington school date cf presentations
and will make
counthe
resident
a
permanent
of
be
lines
There
small,
are.
the
been
has
auditor's
members
«mitered
Wa3
books
of
On
building.
four
as
been the case
nionth to elapse, and then sending
the cite*, who, If the information
their plans according!). They will
try in which he is operatiug and even the elass, and each will be assigned
and the assurance of specific work! with all new ideas, but now. in In- and the explanation is assured in at It in with the April collections.
not communicate with the navy deif this law is observe!, the national to a schooi for practical experience.
were offered them, would gladly ace diana,'Mots, Ohio and other nartbparment until they hear
further
governments of those countries are This is a nee departure front the
cope These immigrants are desirable ern states, they are a net-work. And
from Mr. J. L. Wolff, the jeweler. In
duty
of
every
is
voter
the
to
It
emigration.
closely
watching
all
Superintendent
custom,
and
they
have
not
interfered In the least
usual
-and are idle only because they are
register Tuesday and
register
Siateanten of Europe are facing what John Carnage thinks that he well four or five days.
helpless in a strange lend. By send- with Ike trunk line railroads. They
Mr. Wolff willearnd every effort lie
business
early.
or
Sick:teem,
•
this country is facing, a shortage oi have a class of fully a dozen bafore
ing specific information to Washing- develop new business and It is the
of ninny unforeseen contingenlabor and they are awake to the drain the first term IS ended. Membees of get the engraving done et time, but
ton, about the placee open here for development of this new.. business, of
cies !nay arise to present your
that has been going on for years to the: cadet class must be. graduates of there is a great amount of hand work
labor, about the farm land for sale reaching districts hitherto untouchregistering in
the afternoon.
a li:gb :who(); and no person not hav- to be Cate engraving the scenes. seals
the l'nited States.
or rent, and about the climate. Mr. ed by railroads, that interurban lines
11,1 ions, besides other detail
Your eany uorkers nill be lookThe result Is that Europe and ing graduated front the school will Rind
Powderle promised that a stream of are valuable. Property values of the
•
work.
ing after the veter%tic Mee that
America are fighting, the one to re- be permitted to join.
Immigration of the kind that we ape- districts they traverse are incremsee
The pict ur es submitted by
Mr.
they get out. Everyone who
many times in value, small towns
tain and the other to get, the better
"I think that we should not admit
ORM, would soon follow.
registers voluntarily and early
they reach are not hurt but are built
class of emigrant& Europe is willing pupils of the High school into the Wolff were accepted by the commis' Interurban Lines.
relieves them of that much reenough to see its criminal class emi- cadet class." stated Superintendent sion. and Mr. Wolff lost no time ifs
Following Mr. Powderly's address, up, farmers are beneflted because the
eponelhility and give.- them the
grate to America. and tacit encourage- ('aruagey, "and we will not accept sending them away to the engravers.
Mr. Charles N. Wilson, president interurban lines enable them to get
Illinois Central railroad officials ment is given this class, but is plac- them. This will procure better work He will also personally urge the utmore rime to loek up the dilaAmerican Engineering company, of supplies from the towns and cities
are wrestling with a congested freight ing every obstacle in the way of the in the High sehool and more thorough most speed, consistent a Ith
good
tory. Go early slid speak to
Indianapolis, addressed tne immigra without wasting so much time in goproblem, and high MD:eine have been better class who desire to leave. In- work in the cadet class I shall amegn workmanship, and topes to have the
registrayour neighbors about
lion convention on the subject of "In- ing after them, while social life, the
circurnetances. to credulity Is expressed by the Euro- each pupil in this class to a school service in readiness by the date fixed
forced, through
tion, Tuesday". registration may
terurban Lines." The speeches to attendance at schools, churches, thepull off coats and go into yard serv- pean press at the statements about and she mute visit it weekly and se- teefl.
decide the hwal election. The
have been delivered by Charles K. aters and visiting are greatly faciliice. The unusual spectacle.of Mr. weeps and
Thr gunboat will be ordered to
working conditions in gwire actual experience."
party whose vote gets out first
Wheeler on "Advantages of Immigra- tated. The farmer can put his proHarry MeCourt, general superintend- Kentnck), made by our agent.
Yesterday afternoon "Keith's Eke Paducah whenever the nevy depart.Mr.
will have the advantage.
tion to
Western
Kentucky"; of duce on the ears and send it to town
ent of southern lines of the 11/1noie Mutzenberg told then' in advertise- mwatarY Education" was selected by mew Es netified of the city's remitCharles G. Mutzenberg on "How to at a minimum cost compared with
Ctearal, playing in the Sole of switch- ments that, servant girls could earn teachers at a general meeting held nesGet Swiss Immigration"; oil Hon. driving to town. Storekeepers, hotels,
man was wittnerwed last night. Mr front three to five dollars a welt in at eVatatington school es the book for,
Hubert Vreeland, comMiesioner of livery sables and al: lines of business
MeCourt arrived from the south on Kentucky towns, and souse of the this year's reading circle. It wee
agriculture, on "State Co-operation"; are helped by the lines in the small
his private car No. 14, and found the newspapers In Switzerland denounc- studied by the cadet class also. Ste4.1
of E. B. Johnson on "Good Roads". towns, because travel is greater. In
yards blocked. He left his car and ed him as•swindler and a fraud. His Inge will be held each month, the first
and of Rabbi Meyer Lovitch on "Pa- Indiana there are 2,200 miles of injoined Superintendent A. H. Egan declaration that farm hands could to he held October IS, Superintendducah. Past, Present and Future", terurban lines and farmers pay
of the Louisville dhision of the Int- earn front twenty to thin) dollars a ent Carnagey instructing. Each prinwere not given from a lack of time, great premiums to get lines through
roits Central. itt switelting. Both of, month was similarly received by the cipal in order of service will cancel •
and owing to Mr. Powderly's speech their districts. It Is a short sighted
subsequent meetings.
ficiale worked as hard as the humb- press.
having been postponed front yester- policy for the fainter to refuse to give
The cadet class will meet once al Starter and Former Jockey
The soneft has bten almost ignored
lest switchman.
day's session until this morning. The a right of way across his land beAll illustration of the conditions In the past in the emigration move- week with Superintendent Carnage)
attendance this morning was better calm* al; the rest of his land will be
Have Words of Cheer for
existing can be seen in the came of ment. Few immegrants have ever and members will be placed as sutteethan yesterday morning and among doubled or-trebled in value.
the women present were Miss Adine
Conductor Hendon. He arrived with gotten south of Mason and Dixon'. tut' teachers in cases of iliness
Sept.
27
Washington,
Precedent
Paducah Fall Meei.
"Thinking and How to Think", by
It is the duty of every voter to
141 line and the reason in that the imMorton, chairman of the civics dea freight train last nicht at
Roosevelt announced today that he
register Tuesday end register
partment of the Woman's club; Mrs.
o'clock and was forced to wait at the pression has gotten out that the Nathan Schaeffer. of Penns haute. Is
would approve the Oklahoma constiearly. Sickneree hueiness or one
Edmund Post. Mrs. eefildred Davis
Illinois Central passenger depot we- south does not pay as high wages as the book adopted by the cadet class.
tution. He said he had examined the
Today Superintendent John Carnaof many unforeseen contingenand Miss Cora Benedict.
nt 4 o'clock this morning before he the north. Another thing that has in-Paducah's fall race meet has
document
with Attorney-General Boelve may arise to prevent your
President Hughes at 11 o'clock decould get into the yard. This is fluenced the trend of immigration to- gey is experiencing a strenuous time. been an
and
that
he
naparte
unqualified success", declarfelt
that.
the
a
He
ward
held
north
is
the
general
the
fact
that
northcolored teachers'
registering in the afternoon.
clared the second annual convention
one of the many instanoes where
ed Starter W. L. Talbot, of Pontiac.
question et his approval ought not to only
Your "tarty workers will be lookof the Western Kentucky Immigrahave been held out for ern states for many yeah have hart meeting at 1:311 o'clock • this after- LI..
crews
train
"and if races are continued In
he based on his personal opinion ot
agencies in Europe soliciting immi- nood and following came a meeting
ing after the voters to !We that
tion
association, adjourned.
by the blockade.
Mr.
Paducah, you will have the biggest
the document,. butupon whether it several hours
of
grants,
Fifth
while
grade_
only
is
the
last
year
or
teachers.
This
Powderly left at noon for Louisville
they get out, Eveiyone who
was
"We have done a bigger business
Meets in the state outside of
came with the terms of the enabling
tenet,and Mr. Wilson will return to Texas
registers voluntarily and early
this summer than for many years," two has the south done anything in followed by a principals' meeting at ville and
sit.
Lexington.
5:3o o'clock.
front which Mate he came to speak
rellevee them of that much re- •
declared L. A. Downs. formerly road- that line. Consequently. the south is
Mr. Talbot has a national repute-Ws personal opinion of the docunot known as is the north. Agents
In the convention.
sponsibility and glees them the
master of the Illinois Central. "The
tio% as a starter, and was much pleasment,
the
president
states,
of
northern
laughingly
said.
too,
are
shrewd
more time to look up the dilacongested condition of freight here
Powderly's Speech.
ed at the attendance yesterday: "I
was not fit for publication.
enough to connect with their agentory. Go early and speak to
is no worselaan ft is In many other
Prejudices and set opinions on
Understand that this Is merely a yen.
approval
promulgatior
of
The
his
cies, foreigners who have been to
your neighhorm about tvgistrasjstem.
The
business
Is
cities of the
lure, but it has proven a success."
immigration aud its effects on the
will he Made later.
country
and
who
this
consequently
thin.
Tuetoday's
registration may
Is
unparalleled and every official
Mr. Talbot continued. "You
1:nlied States were reversed sharply
have
recommend the section
with whice
decide the local election. The
working tooth and nail to relieve conby Mr. Powderly's remarks on that
some of the best stock in the counthey
familiar
to
are
their
friends
at
party whose vote gets mit first
dittons."
subject. Front observation he was
try, and the fact that both trotting
home.
ti ill have the advantage.
amid pacing records for the course
convinced that the second generation
With Mr. Downs came T. A. Downs.
Speaking of the lack of interest
Outside
Attractions
were broken, IF a testimonial in itof inrmigrante are thorough Amerihis brother, who is traveling freight manifested by the ferment in the imcans. Even in the case of ftaliansehe
self that the races are a succese."
division. migration convention, Mr. E. B.
Louisville
agent of the
Cause Them to Ad.
large immigration of which national"say, you fellers sure have got
\Thee In charge of a sectlesa of They left last night for Louisville af- Johnsen, road supervisor, said that
ity has caused some uneatiness, Mr.
atee dope on the ponies," declared
trailers bringing the crowd front the ter a brief elicit to the city on busi- the impression he received front most
journ.
Powderly thought was not a menace.
Lawrence Heber, the jockey who
horse show last night. Conductor ness. Mr. L. .A. Downs is now as- of the farmers of the county he had
He has been in Italy, has studier all
rode Lady Bourbon after she -had
Charlie Grace, the le-year-old col- Whale, of .the traction company, was sistant chief engineer of _the road met, was unfavorable to immigration.
the sources of our immigration and
thrown a rider, -This town is wise.
Members of the state board expressed
ored boy who was stabbed by John knocked doen by an electric current with headquarters in Chicago.
knows that the immigrants we get
County fairs and other event's, due and. I say you'll nave the best race
the opinion that if a few Swigs or
Davis. a white boy, at the Yancey which he received when standing on
are capable of making good citizens
and
Austrian farmers should become the to the change in season from summer meets outside of Lexteron
gravel pit yesterday morning, is at a rail, he took hold of the iron
and will be an industrial help In deneighbors of these farmers in Mc- to fall, prevented a large attendance Louisville in the future."
the point of death today. The knife rails of two cars. Mr. Whale was unvelopment of Our resources. Euro- blade
Cracken, the results they
would at the regular meeting of the Pennyentered the vertebrae, causing conscious several minutes and many
pean labor Mr. Powderly said, lived
bring front the soil would cause the rile Press association in the Palmer
paralysis from the shoulder down. people thought- he was killed. Mr.
cheaply. not from choice. but became
average American farmer to rub hls House this afternoon. The following
The knife blade broke off in the Whale is on duty today.
they could not afford to spend more
Queenstown. Sept. 27 -The Cun- eyes, and the competition to
get the editors were present: Judge E. Barboy's back and it required consideraand when they come to this country.
Lusitania, arrived hero at best results, that
ard
ry. president, Benton Tribune-Demoliner,
would
follow,
ble work by Dr. Horace Rivers, who
would
while they may live more cheaply was
crat; John S. Lawrence, secretary.
II o'clock this morning, making the De=lnteresting to watch.
THE WEATHER.
called to attend the boy, to get
than the AmerIcan
workman, they the knife blade
passage from New York in five days.
Secretary D. W. Coons, of the Com- Cadiz Record; 'William Platte, Fulton
out...Davis who Was
minutes mercial club, stated
nevertheless expand greatly
and struck in the face with
four hours amd nineteen
to the board that Methodist: T. C. Pettit. Bardwell
a shovel In
their children will not be objectionaShe now holds both the east and weet the'Western Kentucky Immigration News; J. R. Lemon. Mayfleld Messenthe hands of Grace Is getting along
Victim of
ble from this reason. If we will but
bound records from Queenstown to association wanted the state to co- ger; W. K. Wall, Mayfield Monitor;
well today, although he bac; an ugly
be human, shcolaammigrants that we
W.
R.
Scott,
Padurah
New
York.
Evening
Sun:
Whisky
operate with It to secure Immigrants.
wound on the head
have no hostility to them, they will
The hoard after discussing the ques- L. T. Dodd, Bandana_News; W. 0.
respond and be good neighbors. But
tion passed a resolution, Indorsing Wear, Calloway Times. •
if we shut our hearts and • hole our
The executive committee, appointthe movement so far in ethis end of
hands against them, they toe are
the state, and promised co-operation. ed to secure quotations on paper
human and will withdraw to themA request for a larger appropriation from paper manufacturers, reportedBenton, Ky., Sept. 27.- John Trees
selves. As to thee/neck Hand socie•
ta the immigration fund next year, that no definite action had been taken
Two small blazes called, Nos. 1, 3 will -be made
ty which we view with horrors, its
who
was cut Saturday
through
inabillty
to
secure
a
night
quorum.
by
to the legislature.
and 4 fire companies out yesterday
inception, Mr. Powderly stated, was
Mr. Mutaenberg's statements ex'- The meeting was adjourned until the Holly Trees and Boyd Carey at. the
afternoon. At 3 o'clock an alarm plain the
thoroughly good. It originated from a
lack of success attending the next quarterly meeting the third' Fri- residence of Fayette Washam, six
desire of Italians to punish met.
came in from 1111 Jefferson street. efforts to
One of the original copies of the
secure immigrants, of the day' In November. After the meeting miles west of Benton, is better and
sbuwe treatment of women every new York Herald of Saturday, April
An outhouse had caught fire from agent sent abroad from this
city and this afternoon. the editoro attended Probably will recover. The cause of
was
extinguieh
southerner woeld take prompt rneas- 15. 1865, has been framed and hung
hot ashes,. The haze
/ the difficulty seems to have been too
the races,
section of the state,
urea to punish!
ed with little difficulty,
In the 'tube.: library. it was presentmuch bad whisky. It is claimed thai
At' 5:20 o'clock a second alarm
Our marvelous material develou- ee by Capt. E. W. Crumbaugh. This
Farmers in the city today report NIGHT RIDERS BURN
proseperous
• a very prominent and
ment and supremacy, Mr. Powderly paper contains an account of the ascalled the lire companies to Twelfth a large per cent of the tobacco crop
BIG TOBAC(10 VIM farmer, who livee'near Harvey, west
and
n e Floiirtioy streets. A defective rut and housed. The acreage this
attributed almost wholly to the in- sioutinatin of Abraham Lincoln and
to Paducah on Saturday and brought
caught' the shingles of a house yea* was exceptionally small while
flux of Immigrants, for without them all the paTtleutars also of the death
Walton. KT., Sept. 27.— Night rid- out the whisky for teteme boys. The
owned by Mr. George Hannin. Little the condition of the crop generally Is ers burned the big tobacco barn con- parties who were present were•John
we could not have made the showing of the president; the semen:1(1er of
damage was done the blase being not up to the average. The gravers, trolled M Continental Tobacco com- Tress, Holly Trees, Boyd Carey and
that we have made. Since 1820, over Lee's army, and the terms of ourextinguished 4)4,fore any headway *Le however, are expecting a big
25.000,0(10 immigrants have entered render; Shermates march to the sea
Price Pane, last night. Three masked men Adolphus Treas. Adtlphus Tress bethis country and these are the hands and other war news. There is a
Filsowerm ancl slightly cooler - to- secured.
for what they have as the short crop were seen running asset) when the ing the only otic In the croted not imthat bane nuadmeettatieneks our atepee.- greet differeuce between it and our night. tehturday'showers (unsaved by
will make the demand„better, Pell flames were diseoestred. The building plleated ID. the
difficulty. • Hotly
dews eetaintatcleaAseeteethe. effect_ of PlegeltLiiewgipapept la the *siva toe _the Agaves, ,orsdaterolere. ettigheas- _tame - -Stets Senator Conti Linn and ,,Mrs. .PlaWing for Wheat has necie_letjeggiall ettd conteute were soaked with 'rot, Traits and Ilord—rorey gave -bond
- Immigration on wages, Mr. Powderly type and the readings. It makes a perature yeeterday. 70; lowest, today. Linn, of Calloway comity, are in the but will as soon as a good rale comes oil. The company was said to be run Monday to answer any Indictment
the
e said that so far ith effect had been very interesting paper,
to moisten the stubble land,
by the trust. The loss will be $30,000. grand jury May end.
city today.

ORGANIZE CADET
CLASS WITH FOUR
CHARTER MEMBERS

11COURT AND EGAN
ARE SWITCHMEN IN
RAILROAD YARDS

r

CONSTITUTION OF
OKLAHOMA MEETS
WITH ACCEPTANCE

EXPERTS' OPINIONS
CONCERNING RACES

PENNYRILE PRESS IN
SESSION HERE

CONDUCTOR GETS SHOCK

Too Many

CHARLIE GRACE MAY DIE

LUSITANIA HOLDS RECORD

JOHN TREAS BETTER:

I,

RECOVERY EXPECTED

TWO SMALL BLAZES

NEW YORK HERALD OF
WAR TIMES ON FILE

RAIN

Marshall County
Spree Rallies
From Wounds

z Evitrarnf

..1_1E I

Rheumatism.

BANNER:DAY WAS
AT EDGEWOOD

•

ert114 Witte ease. making it
waiat
ssisketatas were declared,Off'
on.tkorraee on account of alleged

anderine

: creaked work.

Trot, 2:25 Claris.
How much misery there is in that at South Bend, Ind., and we have been
Starters got off in order of Luthis
for
agents
distributing
appointed
word!
cal, Uncle Ben, luvadican, Elected,
Only those who have suffered from vicinity.
Goysetle, ffensaleer Boy, Belle T. and
it can understand its tortures.
The name of this remedy is Lantt's Billy Buck. Mollie K. had the pole
Excellent Time and a Track
And yet so few undesstand its Red Kidney Fillets, and the price Is and starters were off well bundled.
Billy Buck worked herd. taking sixth
Cause.
Record Lowered.
50 cents a box.
piece after a series of breaks. Time,
Simply the failure of the kidneys to
So confident is the Antiseptic Rem- 2:26.
blood.
the
from
pcid
uric
remove the
edy Co. in She virtue of this great
Heat 2. Billy Burk broke on the
Relief is now within the reach of
fortnula for the relief of rheumatism back stretch of first half and lost
Riggetet crood of Sleet Watth Fast
all.
tines Race itounel the Ovidthat it has furnished us with free chances. Brenks of starters *ere freA formula, that for the last tea
Ilffert11.
trial boxes to give to all those who quent, Rid the heat ..401uter
"
ting'
years has been dispensed by physisuffering from rheumatism or Time, 2:25.
are
cians all over the country in cases.
Billy
between
was
race
Heat
The
3.
bladder
or
from any ferm of kidney
where troubles arising from MoorBuck and Lucal for second place.
TODAY ENDS I"ALL MEETING. deredskidneys were indicated, is now trouble.
Buck making a sensational spurt of
Please call for a trial box. We are speed and taking second place behind
being distributed thre,ugh the drugJot ache from the far rear. Time-2:25.
gistil by the Antiseptic Remedy Co., confideet you will be benefited.
•
Broadway.
sad
Fourth
Heat 4. Bally Buck was well driven
Store,
Drug
Gilbert's
yesterday;
from
Unfinished race
taking sevond place after a
again,
Half-111:e and Repeat (Runniue)juid`start.
Time, 2:•20 1-2.
stand
grand
the
Pansy Blossom .... ; 1 1 5 1 3 1 4 INweod course,
Put se, $100.
Heat 5. Starters finished with Joy"
1 being packed with speetators to see
1 1 1 2 1 3 Eleaeor ... ...... 1 3 1 1 1 1
Heats
3 the meek The track record for pats ache doing first place with ease.
1 2 1 1 i 2 Minnie Dixon
. 1 4 1 2 1'4
Racing JuSai
era was lowered by Pansy Blossom, Time, 2:24 1-4.
i
1
I
2 ; I charley Rpss
Ilun C:ay
16W5
Who did the mile in heat'l in 2:13.
Rex Americus distanced.
', 51%, 52.
Taue --Sills
Pace 2:20 Class.
Time-2:13, 2:12%1,213%, 2:1'1. Ifvery rare was a feature and starters
Unfinished race from yesterday:
Starters got off well bunched with
were easily handled. On accuunt of
Unfinished race Isola yesterday
Mile Novelty Race -Purse. $100.
s 1
Mile Novelty Rare-Puree, $100. Istenesestvro events were declared off the race between Andy Miller and
Heats
2 Heats
1 until today. One event as declared Dan D. Tiny Bird had the pole. They
Heckler
3 until today. One event was declared finished Andy Miller Dan D., Tiny
1 Heckler
Rullova ........... .
1 crooked and all bets called off. This Bird and Dick Wilke-s. Time, 2:18%
Ruiluva
3
Carnival
, 4 carnival
2 was In the half mile repeat, unfinish- Dlek. Wilkes was distances and Alice
Racing Jess
•
C. igratched.
4 ed race of yesterday.
!teeing Jess .... •........
Time--1:10.
/teat 2. Starters off In order, Andy
Time-1:49.
First race:
Repeat.
Mile
Dan D. and Tiny Bird. Andy
and
Miller,
Half
$250.
Day.
Banner
5--Purse.
in
2:26 Trot, 3
Sam Clay showed Racing Jess the MI:ler and Dan D. fought hard for
Yesterday proved a banner day at
2 Il4
I 1
Meats .....
first place, the foOner keeping first
5
S
7
Rensaleee Boy..
Position ahead of Dan D. Time, 2:20.
laical V. B. W..
•
Every
mother
feels
Heat 3. Andy Miller showed fleetBelle T
great dread of the pain ness; agate' and won first place ahead
Elected
and danger attendant upon of Tiny Bird. T.me, 2:22 1-2.
Ivadlean
1
the most critical period
Joyselle
Free-for-all Pace.
1
of her life. Becoming
Billy Buck
In thefree-for-all the track record
a mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
Mollie K.
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery. of 2:18 1- held by Satin Slipperssaus
Fastioda and Uncle Ben scratched
'broken liyansy Blossom who made

GREW MISS LEWIS' HAIR
AND WE CAN

PROVE ITDesired Results

The Great Danderine Never Fails to Produce the

when
MISS Lewis' hair was wry thin and it was leAs than two feet in length
the began using Danderine She i.ays her hair and scalp ate now fairly
teeming With new Site and vigor.
That's the main secret of this great remed5's success as a hair grower. It enlivens, invigorates and fairly electrifies tte hair glands and tissues at the
rn,at imporscalp. causing unusual and unheard-of pct.ity en the pert ol ihrw I o
tant orgiuss.resulting

t The followiroi is a reprockictitin of Mae Lewis' last

Heats .....
Andy Miller
TIDY Bird
Dan D.
Dick Wilkes, Jr.. distancs,1
G. scratched.

Time-2:18%, 2:20, 2:22%.
Third race:
Free-For-All Pace.
$400.
Sleets
Prelatic .

3 In 5---Ptirs
1

Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
pain and danger of maternity; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not onlY made painless, but aU the danger is avoided
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
gloaniv ; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are
overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the
serious accidents so common to the critical
1herps
hour am obviated by the use of Mother's 110
Friend. "It is worth its we:ght in gold,"
says many who have used it. $1.00 per
bottle at drug stores. Book containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will
Ir end
be sent to any address free upon application to
11111

13RADFJELO REOULATOR 00., Atlanta, 0a.

Before You Buy Consider

THE PUTTY, QUESTION

the firstsmile in 2:13. Starters got
away well bunched with Pansy Blossom, hes Aatericus and Eleanor holding first, second and. third place. Pe4tione d:d not citange. Time. 2:13.
Heat 2. Rex Americus was distanced this lieht: Starters made circuit after a well bunched get away.
Eleanor showed fleetness and came
In first. Time, 2:12 1-2.
Heat 3. Eleanor again showed superiority, and finiellecl first. Time.
2:13 1-2.
Heat 4. In the last heat Eleanor
'ead the bunch with ease, Prelactit
taking second place. Time,•2:24 1-4.

letter:

January 3, 1905.
Dear Doctor Knowlton:You know I told-you in my first letter that my hair would
not reach [ouch below my_ shoulders, and that all of it together
only ntade one tiny braid.
r. •
I tun sending you my photograph. which I had taken at .3tevens
it.
tell
can
I
than
better
Bros. It tells the whole story
Everybody I know is using Dancierins, so you see I am doing
something to tillSre uiy appreciation.
Sincerely yours. (Miss) EVA LEWIS.

Danderine make. the-scalp healthy and fertile and keeps it
a;.
,
I( j,
is.

r
.00_d
greateat

begin lettulaser and therefore the greatest

hair.producing remedy the world has mer known
it
and

Uri.

and •

w holestort,

ett, mt. I, Lot

ii,,'

r

Even c 25e bottle of it will put more
genuine life in your hair than a gallon of
any other hair tonic ever made. It shows
results from the very start.

Babo Niue

Time-2:26. 2:25, 2:25%, 2:23%
Second race:
2:20 Pace, 3 in 5-Purse, $250.

in a strenuous and continuous growth

of the hair.

of MISS IVA LEWla
cnicaao

noise

Photograph
2772 Hamilton Avenue,

THEATRICAL NOTES
4
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-The Mani

1""T
Deteetive.'•

scalp.

NOW at all druggists in three sleet
25 cents.60seats one I. per bottle
e nil
1., ,
t;
j
e
:
.i
invpart:id
le.
r Zip
117
2
cr 111
loc
lion Dan.
!Iii:
drrin1:016,0.11.1,171.r.aiI,t.i.oistaitl,aiti.T.irrtin..aetuiliti.,ot
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tog 25 people, superb hand and or-Irneuts orthe strata collected from the
chestra. Also eight big vaudeville'borings for the Simplon tunnel. H(
stars headed by the Great Ketgley found rich traces of radium, ,
direct from the Hippodrome, New log larger deposits than any I.
York CIOY. On Monday night is ladies ldiscovered in Europe. He believes
the presence of these deposits fail,' i
night.
IL
, the abnormal heat experienced
Diaeovered Rich Radium Dtpuidt. • building the tunnel.

Geneva, Sept. 27.-A newspapee
Tonight the great sensational mystery. the "Phantom Detective" is the States that Prof. Joly has completed, A man may deceive himself, but he
bill at The Kentucky. The piece has a geological examination of aped- never fools destiny.
been seen here before and was pronounced a great success by lovers of
intense melodrama. Magnificent oriWe have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
ental scenes, wonderful transformawill guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.,
Three-Quarters Dash.
tions, and a story of thrill:33g advenTHE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
Rullove tciok first place at the tare told by a well selected cast, are
INC OR PORA TED
-tart and inaintaiued it. Heckler tak- features of the production.
Nutt bell Sod botucky beam
Livery mid ranting hrs.
.:,g sts ond Money; Time, 1S19.
Dora 'Woofruff is coming to The
Kentucky alisnext week, opening in
the great military play, "Way Out
West." Miss Woodruff brings to Paducah one of the strongest popular
priced attractions on ti'. !nad, carry-i
National League Standing.
Marit.sfaci.tureorl by

BASEBALL NEWS

Up the Chimney is Where Half Your Fuel
Money Goes When the Ordinary Stove is Used
Stove putty is universally used by stove manufacturers for making
tight joints in heating stoves. While the stove is brand ncw Ow putty
does the work asked of it. A hot fire for a few mcditlts cracks the
putty, it drops out of place, leaving the stove full of air leaking cracks,
allowing the gases and the fuel and a big part of the heat generated to be
sucked up the chimney and thus wasted.
More than one-half of all the fuel you put into the putty jointed
stove is lost in this way. If your oldstove eats up more fuel and does
not keep fire as well as it did at first, the reason is the stove putty has
dropped out of the joints.

Cole's Original
Hot ilast
Stove

Burns Soft Coal, Hard Coal, Crushed Coke, Lignite, Slack or Wood.

Purr,/

post-

Rowland Clifford
Amusement Co.

THE PHANTOM
DETECTIVE

0 1 2
6 14 2
Batferies - Cheabro and Thames;
Reriter and Clarke.

•.10."

JosetT

_Sold Only By---Cash or
Credit

fIcAuti
5 10 1
sset
9 12 2
Haiti ries - Burchell and Shaw:
•4s1,ei and Payeelipmgommilmmo

R H
1 3
2 S

•.

Washington
St. Louis
Batteries - Patten and
I'owell and Spencer.

IS BY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
tsicOnPORATED

&
GUY
NANCE
SON
Undertakers
Embalmers
and

211-213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Hy.

of Prettily-Oos

turned Show Girls, Great Quartette
of Singing Comedili418.

OP

DEN
REAL. LIONS
Prices 25c, 81k, 50c, 75c.

ONE SOLID WEEK
Commencing

lit Il I

CUT No. t

TRANSFER MONEY

Astodskes.
Players, Chorus

I
1

Warner:

Only One "BROM° QUININE"
That is LAXATIVE BROMO QVININE. Look for the signature of E.
1V. Grove. Used the world over to
Cure a Cold in One Day. 25c.

Monday, Sept. 30.
Look Who's Coming

HEATING
STOVES

PCS DORA WOODRUFF
And the Famous

Dora Woodruff
Stock Co.

Art and Happiness.
25 -- FOLKS - 25
Artists are not as a class the hapbeis
is
that
8 Big Specialties 8
piest of mortals, but
rallae they fall to relate the ideal
rationality to life rather than Because $uperb Band and Orthey are vowed to standards of perchestra.
fection. Unhappiness comes , upon
Opening Play
them as it would upon anyone ise-- - .
ifl consequence of folly and indifference and wilfulness--and their devotion to art, which is often held to he
night
the rause of their rateerturres, is tn
Mond"
a
by if
accompanied
reality the only •*Ittaattpg fatterr tn pentitilsibilag a tinid 3A1 tl:ket.
ydr lives.-BlIsa Carman in crafts-

LADIES' FREE

Limited First 3)0 Seats

I

THE\SAFEST AND QUICREST WAY TO

111 Augmented Company,of Superior

New York
Cievelikid

474.4
1
114i$

New Phone 444. Con Third and Ohio.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 27th

Pet
floe,
Ncw-1.1-C-Him Now-U-Doet
6u5
583
576 Not the Old Style Detective, hut a
471
Noting, Modern Felkw Who
423
Keeps You Guessing.
406
333 Incise Magical Soak Enriroamods that

R H Z

Save- $50.00 to $200.00

Cash or
Credit

New York-St. Louis game
omit of cold.

7 1
Philadelphia
Chicago
1 2 2
Batterits
Dygert and Schreck;
Walsh and Sullivan.

413'1:
Scientific Construction
burning Soft Coal
Note the straight steel jacket encasing the heavy cast
placed
door
at the front
feed
iron fire box insiderend the guaranteed smoke-proof
of the top in Cole's Hot Blast Stove, shown by cut No. t, doing away with
air-leaking putty joints at top end bottom of -fire pot and around the door
frame on other stoves as shown by cut No. 2.
The water-tight steel bottotn and patented compound hinge for ash door, also
, the pate:gad-ate,' collar for joining the ash door frame to tlic heavy steel body so
CUT No. 2. Shows sir leaking petty that it tamest be loosened by action of the fiercest heat, while of only technical
feint osepatenctasta GI tidier stoves. :
interest, are special features in the Original Hot Blast Stove which combine to
make it the most economical heating stove in the world. We are Exabylve Agents-avoid imitations.
You cannot afford to sav-lo yourself, 'My old stove or an
T s at a little less price will have to do this winter."
imitation se.a_e
Other style stoves and all imitations of this Original Hot Blast are made with stove putty jointe, and when you
fu:1 during the life of
stop to think that $i.00 .f.accrl on the first cost of the stove means the loss of Ido to f.2ort in
the stove, you will readily see the advantage of buying Cole's Original Hot Blast, vshit.11 bolds tire just as well and
7
is just as economical in fuel after years of use as the tint day it was put up.
REMEMBER that the words “Cole's Original I•lot Blast frOM Chicago" appear on the feed door of the
Orissinal Patented llot_Illast stove. None genuine wi•.;tout this.
Jtatenr

Che Kentucky

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS.
R H E Melodramatic, Mystifying, Music:-i
Pittsburg .... I. ........ 5 12 2
Surprise
Boston
4 12 1
.
Batter* - Adams and Gibson;
Young and Balls.

R
.

guaranteed to remain always air-tight. On
account of the absolutely air-tight construction

•

Pct.
715
613
562
543
4,51
427
383
315

L.
41
65
63
63
78
82
87
98

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS.

7- -tove plItty is used in the corr-truction of
trocoll stove; it ts not neccsom,
Otis
to Co. it :t& tonstruction which teak , the
siscu.slly Jo/totems. Cole's Hot Blast is
st,
the onityilicating stose in the wot Iioint_h is

Arm,

W.
144 103
142 87
144 81
138 76
142 64
143 (.1
141 54
143 45

American League Standing.
W. L.
)..trolt
142 86 56
Odiadtlphla
137 83 54
'Hese°
144 84 60
144 83 61
Cleveland
New York
140 66 74
St. Louis
142 61 81
Doston
143 58 85
141 47 94
Washington

Saves all Fuel and Heat Wasted by
Other Heating Stoves

of Cole's Original Hot Blast Stoves, gases and
the fuel are held back until they are consumed
by the patented top Hot Blast draft. and both
gases anti heat which escape up the chimney
with other stoves are thus saved to your profit
and comfort---soft coal is half gas. As a result
of this saving the fire is never out and the
leyoula are heated for two or three hours in the
morning with the coal put in the Cole's Het
Blast Stove the night before.

Chicago .....
Pittsburg
New York
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Boston
it. Louis

EXCELSIOR=
KENTUCKY. EXCELSIOR CO

Don't forget our cut price sale of
Heating Stoves is now on at our
temporary headquarters, Fifth and
Jefferson, Tate's old stand.

L. W. HENNEBERGE
R CO.
rineerporatee.)
The House of Quality.

Fifth and Jefferson Sts. Tale's Old Stand
Both phones 176.

X,
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BURNS AND GANS
READY TO FIGHT
Both Lightweights in Pink
Condition

S

.1

THRICE

tonight. Burns also has been in training for some weeks and•the reports
from his quarters are to the effect
that he is in the best of condition
The contest will be at 135 pounds, a
weight which suits both fighters.

, ••......

INCENDIARY

A

Gans Is Favorite in IlettinA But Wagers Have Been Unusually
Susan This Vila,.

PAGE

SET Filth TO Tomeco DAMN OF'
ED NANCE.

Graves 'County Planter lasses $1,000
Worth of Weed—No Fire About
Use Place,
WILL GO FOR TWENTY HOUNDS.

Principals—Joe Gana and Ji
Barns (George Memode.)
Place of Fight — Pacific Athie;ic
Club, Los Angeles.
Title at Stake—Light weight
pionsitip of the world,
Number of Itounds—Tweiaty.
Size of Pin se—Gans to receh.e $9,000, win, tome or draw, Burns' share
192,000.
Referee----Jounes J. Jeffries,

Mqyfield, Sept. 27.—The tobacco
barn of Ed Nance, north of the city,
burned Wednesday night. It contained
about one thousand dollars worth of
tobacco. Mr. Nance said that there
had been no fire around the place for
ten days and thinks that the fire
must have been an incendiary origin.
Her Ankle Crashed.
The many friends of Mrs. Davis
Record, formerly of this city, but now
living near Sielber, will be sorry to
learn that the good lady had the misfortune of getting her ankle crushed
a few days ago in a runaway accident—Monitor.

Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 27.— In
the pink of coalition and ready for
their battle, which will be for the
championship of the
lightweight
world, Joe Gans, and Jimmy Burns
await the call to the ring of the Pacific Athletic club tonight. Big Jim
Mrs, %V. M. Price went to Paducah
Jeffries will be the third man in the
ring and will receive $1.000 for his today to visit the family of her
brother, Mr. Luther Frazier.
services as referee.
Gans is naturally a heavy favorite,
AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION
but, considering the importance of
Is worth a pound of cure. There are
the bout, the betting has been unusu- many poor sufferer*.
Consumptives who
ally small. Few of the rh
.
ig experts are hopeless of getting well—who if
they bad taken care of themselves,
are able to figure how Burns has any would now be well. A cough is the
chance of winning the fight. He is foundatIon of Consumption. Flailard's
Syrup will cure that cough.
good at infighting and has a hard Horehound
Mrs. $—., Qreat Falls, Montana. writes.
punch, but in cleverness and all- "I have used Ballard'• Horehound Syrup
for years--my children
d
round experience Gans Is in every 4Lilerrenr sufferylyw ith
coughs.'
way his superior. Burns boxes on the H. Oehlschlarger. Lang Oros. and C.
Y U.
;Ines of Battling Nelson. He is Just Ripley.
as rugged and is thought to be a
FOR SALE.
harder hitter. But he is not as good
My residence. 2012 West ,Jeffer
in his defense. He boxes in an upright posture and for a plover and son street. Five rooms, hall, porches,
scientific fighter like Gans he should bathroom and pantry. Newly painted.
reoldent location In city. Tele.
be'easy to get at. The general opinion is that the champion should be
t.roe Home 'phone No. 10=. Also
able to dispose of the Chicago fighter household furniture.
J. E. Baker,
in a short time.
The fight will be a twenty -round
Notice.
affair and will be the second time in
The annual meeting of the stockone month that Gans has defended
his title. The colored fighter came holders of the Langstaff-Orme Manuout of his recent contest with Britt facturing company will be held at
without a mark, and since then has their office in Paducah. Ky., on the
been trainine faithfully so that he 9th day of October, 1907.
excs
lape for the battle
H. W. RANKIN, Sec'y and Treas.
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oxb:oro Cloth es

-•••••-

MODELS for the REST of the
TAILORING CRAFT
•

You can tell at a glance that these are Roxboro suits.
Their character is their own---they are unlike the
majority.. The illustration doesn't pretend to represent pattern; for there are myriads of patterns, but
it shows the general lines of this season's productions. We believe we are safe in the assertion that
the Roxboro clothes represent the best work of
. .
which tailors are capable. .* .
.*

$20to $45
Other lines $7.50 to $30.
The Wallerstein Boys' Shop
is known throughout Paducah and
vicinity for the extent and character
its ciothesfa, hays and children.

,

Exclusive distribute?, of
Ludlow Hats, Keiser Cravats,
Star Shirts, Dent's and
Reynier Impoi ted Gloves.

••

p cia SOSoo

Now Showing
The Latest Creations jn
Men's Furnishings

A Boy's Best Clothes
R

EAL economy lies in buying the beat-of
everything.

389 AND BROADWAY
ESTABLISHED 1868

"The
Master Craftmanship,"
Roxboro.

Youths, boys and children

are severe on their clothes and tht- cheap kind
can't "stand the racket."
For instanc0, our youths' snits at $10, our
boys' combination suits at $5.00 and children's
novelty suits at 13.50— they are low enough in
price to be afforded by any family, but they are
the best c:othes at the prices produced in this
country.
And the same thing is true of all the °Orr
lines which are higher in price and, of course,_
more pretentious.

The Boys' Shop is a great
Moreover, it is

problem-solver for parents.

higher in class, though cosmopolitan.

mailhi

Boys' Furnishinifs, Hats. l'tinsmil
.Issortrftent Modestly irieed.

ilesooly
MF..S$

BO't S

SatNal)
Amo MAW,
lea
CS TA oni

will sa) this: Frederick N. Judson of employers. By many friends and advoSt. Louis, whose standing at the bar vates of labor unions this declaration
Is unquestioned and whose close re- by Judge Taft has long been regardlations with organized labor mareat- ed as the 'magna charta' of organized
-tested by the fact that he is the rep labor." ,
resentative of several unions in knOF UNION LABOR IS TAFT'S IN- portant Icgal contests, has written an
JUNCTION DFA18ION.
exhaustive resume of all Judge Taft's
labor decisions, which Is published in•
MURRAY.
a recent issue of the Review of Re.
,
e
l'ampaign 'tanager Nieets Gompers' views. After''going into the effect of eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
the decisions in detail, Mr. Judson
Strictures Squarely in 4;sin
said in summary:
Interview.
Ms. Vick Pierce. of the New Prov"There is no foundation, therefore,
section of the cminty, died
idence
for the suggestion that the decisions
Monday and wait hurled at Old Salem
of Judge Taft were in any sense unTuesday. She was a daughter of Jack
Columbus, 0., Sept. -.27.--1. I. friendly to labor, and it is clear that
Spencer and was about 45 years of
the
of
declarations
Vorys. Manager of the presidential through his lucid
age.
candidacy of Setretary Taft, fast rights of labor the railroad brotherEd Wells, wife and daughters. of
night issued a statement, replying to hoods secured the Judicial vindication
Ill., were in the county tht
Chicago,
combination
of
and
of
right
of
their
:Annie]
Gompers. Mr.
one. issued by
representation le then. demands for past ten days visiting his sister..Mrs.
Vorys Raid:
Lee Canino:), and her sister, Miss
"I would not undertake to reply the betterinentoof their conditions.
a matterof fact, It Ntas In 'the Fronie Miller. They returned home
to any attack on Secretary., Taft
which I have sot had an opPortnisity celebrated Phelan ow -.that Judge the past week. Mr. Wells Is with the
to re,ad in full. However, as to the et- Taft declared the rights of labortng
William- Smith, of Jackson,"Miss
feet of Taft's decisions as Judge on men tdoorganize and to be representithe interests of Organized labor, I ei,1 by their ordciabi in dealing with has boeu the gyest of J. W, &aguei

MAGNA CHARTAR

eseasoceeeesoos•eao
•

AB

-- • -and family, of near Dexter, the past
few sveeks. Mr. Smith is a brother ot
Mrs. Stegner. He will return horne t
Sunday.
Mrs. Fate Wilson and little daughter, Myrtle, left last Sunday for
Memphis Tenn., to visit her daughter, Mrs. Jim Griffith.
J. K. P. Wells last week sold his
farm east of Murray to Jim Farris
for 93,550. Mr. Wells will possibly
1:1109e to town.
The infant child of 13ren Hart and
wife died Sunday night and was burled Monday In the city cemetery.

-Itqa the duty of every voter to
register Tuesday and register
poorly. Sickness, business or one
of many unforeseen contingencies may arise to prevent your
registering hi the afternoon.
'lour party workers will be looking after the voters to see that
they get oat. Everyone who
registers voluntarily and early
relieves them of that much CI
,
aponsibility and gives them the
more time to look up the dilatory. Go early and speak to
your neighbors about registration. Tuesday's registration may
decide the local election. The
party a hose vote gets out first
wilt have the advantage:

IF IT'S A REPUTATION
Ton are after, Whiter Cream Vermlfuge has a world wide repur.tion as
the best of all worm 44estroyers, and
for II! Ionic
IPIETY. and Unthrifti' children. It .mis;•-•v ,s their digestion and assimilation of 'heir food,
The manufacture of an absolutely
strengthens their nervous system and
restores them to health and vigor nat- weldless chain is now
an accomplishural to •ebiI.$. If you want a healthy,
sorry child get a bottle of white's ed fact.
'Team Vormituge.. J. H. csehlsehiaeger,
SPOIL and C. O. Ripley.
Richard Mansfield's widow dente'
The highest religion 114 to do the that the plays lb her husband's reprtoire bay. be
owlieet things well.
sold.

PAGE FOUR

[

taken from the first-class printer and
given to Mr. Bacon, the vieeondeciaes
printer. If printed by the first-class
rgRetourt *NO WILIIIKLY
Printed, the rest would have been $3.241.22. By changing it to the seematter the cost was inond-ciass
IACORFORATIED
F. H. FISHED Presid gi
creased to $28,260-84."
R. Z. FAXTO'N. General Manager
Who is Mr. Bacon? Let Mr. Hays
anteree at the postotilee at Paducah.
tell
us. He terms •him "A spoke of
K.7-, tut second class matter.
Banner Crowd Attended Last
the machine."
SWHICHIPTIOS KATES.
Did Mr. Hager violate the law to
Night's, Event
THE DAILY SUN
give Mr. Bacon $25,0a10 worth of
py carrier, per week
a
Hager
is
nothing?
Mr.
"fat"
for
BY mall, per month in advance... .36
practical politician, not a philanPy mate per year, in advance....42.50
THE WEEKLY SUN
throplat.
Many Thrilling Contests and Comm,postage
paid.
.$1.110
mail.
leer year, by
But there was more Bacon "fat."
Addreee THE Mane Paducah, BY.
Aroused Audience To ProEnough of these expensive books
test and Cheers quite Often.
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were ordered in 190/ to last until
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
"Fortunately for Paducah Demo- 1 1906. After the deal had been exTorii, representatives.
cratic Nominee Harrison has other posed in the senate, that body by resTHE SUN can be found at the foliateCLOSES THE SHOW.
recomniendations to offer the voters olution requested the printing com- TONIGHT
mg places:
R. H. Clements & Co..
than the fact that he has lived here mission not to order any more of
Van Culin Bros.
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the job. Cognizant of all this, the
ON HENRY HINES.
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espoused next year) that the national Democratic party may stand for
(because that is what our contempvote the
orary suggests), should
state and local Demoeratic ticket, as
that will strengthen the organization
for the national struggle. Then, on
the other hand (and by the same
min,
process of reasoning), every
eh° favors the principles enunciated
and carried out by the national Republican party, should vote the Republican state and local ticket, thus;
strengthening the organization for
the struggle for national supremacy
next year. We ask no fairer issue
than this in Paducah.

THE HORSE SHOW
- GROWS POPULAR

&too Places
Two places we know of where you
can always find satisfaction. In the dictionary and at our place.
When you buy a garment here you
can be sure that it is tailored from sound
reliable materials. You can be sure that
it will keep its shape and wear well.
You can be sure that the style and fit
are in harmony with the latest ideas.
Satisfaction and a saving go with
every sale here. Once--a customer, al
ways a customer---that's our motto.
Men's Suits $10 to $30.
Young Men's Suits $7.50 to $25.
Boys'suits $2.50 to $7.50.

1

39281 keel)

The Clothing Store That Carries the

01

"Union Store Card"

323

Broadwa

DESBERGER'S

'GRAN,:

LEilD111.

4

323

fr

4

Broadway

lark's Specials
Saturday, Sept. 28

ENGLERT AND BRYANT

SPECIALS....

i

2,6c
35c
25c
4

25c
95c

1.5c
45c
25c
25e
5c
5
15e
15c
be
20.c
35c
40c
1 ac
Sc

For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.

Reasons
S

$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00
Toe with cloth top. Patent
Colt, Dull Top—Button Gun Metal Calf
with dull top. Patent Vamp with black
top. Perforated Vamp, New Tip and
many other new styles.

LENDLER1
0 LYDON
,
309 Broadway.

1110

1. tik,
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Hon. John A. Howlett. of (all
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Mr.
work.
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419 Jefferson street
1 30e bottle Extract
ba, and for the purpose. it is alleged,
here, where he was located for some popular.
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-Get some of the beautiful new
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He is a United States revenue
time.
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lectors or make the requests direct
Miss Marie Halley returned last.terms of her separation
and Mrs. A. E. Stein at their home
121 North Thirteenth street.
.
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that
COMPANY
r
rentembe
kindly
eill
Sun
of
her The
to The Sun office. No attention will
128 South Fourth street. The even- evening from Paduesh where she at- husband, she is to get custody
NV% Phene
LOST-Coral shirt waist pin beOld PliOlie
pald for
ditscus- tended the horse show. She was ate:two sons. It is not known whether all such items are to be
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'when
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bring
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_____________________
in the United plaing to cvery one without excep- Broadway. Return
est of the members. Dainty refreeh- of Alexander, Lie who is the guest not remain permanently
-Place your nreers for welding
reward.
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of Mrs. Leon E. Denison. of Twenty- States.
mates were served.
Invitations at home. The Sun is
WHEN BUYING HARNESS, SadRING 931, Ned Puetei lisgeage Co.
Those present were: Rev. and Mrs. seventh Street....-Mr.. J. El, Ladd,Miset
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repair at the Paducah Harness
dles
,
Division.
for
Suit
William Bourquin. Mrs. Katie Smith, Maude Loftin and the Misses Redman!
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FOR RENT-Time 2-story 12--room
the
heirs
against
-Cairo
Bulletin.
last
evening
Memphis. Sept. 27.-Charged with Miss Lena Shelton, Miss Lena Walker
FOR beatieg aisd stovewood ring brick house No. 317 North Seventh
-We give you better carriage and attempting to commit a criminal as- Mr. George Rock. Mr. Frank Rinksale of real estate of the decedent
437 F. Levtn.
for the purpose of paying caitns
better service for the money than sault upen Carrie Green, the 12-year- left, and Mrs. Rey Gregg and Miss
loacapade in Callas% ay.
Basement with furnace, bath, etc
FOR RENT-Apartment In 603
J. se Wileou, of Calloway county. against the estate and division among
is given by any transfer company in old daughter of T. R. Green, 1030 Carrie eludes of Eldorado, Ill.
both up and down stairs. Apply 'o
North Sixth street. George Rawleigh.
eompleted a hilarious escapade yes- the heirs.
America. Fine carriages for special Patton avenue. Frank G. Bushnell
Dr. J. G. Brooks.
terday, afterwards landing In the FulFOR PURE apple vinegar 3y-eats
occasions on short notice; also ele- 37 years old, a man of family emelismionary Society.
WANTED - Spoke turners for
Panic at Laundry Fire.
ton Jail. Wilson had made quite an
old, Bichon Bros.. Stall 31. Market.
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sessor of seventeen quarts of Joyous laundry today. Fifty girls in a panic cow. App's)LOST-Somewhere between Ninth
South Third street. open all day and The alleged assault is said to have
room house, Clay
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get
FOR
he fought with each other to
oil, the greater part of which
Tennessee and First National
all night. Everything in season. John been committed in Gaston park yesand
Horse Show Ball Tonight.
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carried in a bag. After being aroused The are destroyed the building.
bank, open face gold watch: Cut of
Aaron head cook; Leonard Jones. terday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock
The Horse Show Association ball
wandered
he
WANTED - A few geese boarders i engine on face. Return to Sun ofilse
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Four Kidnapers.
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ter. Special attention given to ladies. home from a nearby. drug stare lace park pavilion immediately after through the country to Wings]; where
1 for reWard.
Rochester. Sept. 27.-- Four men
FOR SAI.E -Grave., sand and dirt. 1
Every Saturday night oyster stews where she had been with a compahlen the horse show. There is every pros he proceeded to make merry a gang
LOST Strayed or Stolen- 01 ,,
of laborers to the extent that they seized Minnie Bepovia. 15 years old. 0:d phone 211-a.
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'black
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HARRIMAN CAUGHT
IN THE STEAMBOAT
INVESTIGATIONS

Co.

NOW'S THE TIME
To Make Good for
Winter,Eggs

Visitors to the Aoroe dhow

Feed Well

Are cordially invited to make our
store their headquarters during this
week, and visit our Ready-to-Wear
Department.

During the molt and bring the
hens through early and quick
with the right food and Biddy
will sure lay.

The Steinnecsch Hen
Scratch Food Has

LOCAL NEWS

•rir•

Specials
For Saturday, Sept. 28

Vis

Great Pacific

HART SELLS YOU AT
O
55 Per 1 Os
$1,
Pound
This finest of foods.

1

CUBAN CONSPIRATORS

6E0. 0. HART &SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

1. C. MAN ACCUSED

Si

Great Southern Tea & Coffee Co.
Both Phones 805.

113 South second St.

Saturday Market -Bulletin ,means big savings it the
Busy Pure Food Market.
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udii,.97ttf7ip.1 4 Ca
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THE -PADUCAH EVEN11411 SUN.

point to the fact that when Mr. Cleve
land was president the first time.
there was no trouble about the eiroaperity of the country. -They admit
there was considerable trouble When
lie was president the second time. IC
"Man may work from sun to sun
a Democratic president was the cause
but woman's work is never done,"
of the trouble, we ought to have had
In order to keep the home neat
You Find the Label
that trouble the first time Mr. Cleveand pretty, the childrau well dressed
Senator J. B. Foraker Talks land was president. But, my Demoin Every Garment
and tidy, women overdo and often
suffer in aileuoe, drifting along from
friends, let me call your atcratic
on issues at Somerset
bad to worse, knowing well that
tention to the fact that while it is
they ought to have help to ever-come
trouble
have
any
not
true we did
the pains and aches which daily
with our prosperity when Mr. Clevemake life a burden.
•
Some of the Great Kentuckiaus With land was president the first time, yet,
It la to these women that Ly-dia
HERE are not many makers who have
E. Pinkhara's Vegetable Compound,
it is also true that when we awaimmWhom He Has Served in the
made from native roots and herbs,
reached the mark of superiority by which
.
ed the mornItet after the election
t megrese.
comes as a blessing. When the spirand discovered that Me Cleveland
we judge boys' clothing; only about one in ten; you
MRS. AUG. LY0 N
its are depressed, the head and back
had been elected, every thoughtful
aches, there are dragging-down pains, nervousness, sleeplessness, and
can count them on the fingers of one hand.
prudent business man in this country
reluctant* to go anywhere, these are only symptoms which
But we've found the best of all. We've gone over the
ONE, DEMO('ItATIC 1'ILI41DleNT. thought with great confidence and
are soon followed by the worst forms of Female Complaints.
unleshd,
great relief that we still had a Repubfield, sorted, sifted and rejected until we've settled
Republican
lican senate, and with
upon and know that
,,:'N.
keeps the feminine organism Ma strong and healthy condition. It curee
senate they could enact no tariff leg• Somerset. Ky., Sept. 27.—It is islation.
Inflammation, Ulteration, displacements, and organic troubles. In
•"/ k, . '''e
preparing for child-birth and to carry women safely through the Change
doubtful if suet a apiendid and en"We ordinarily speak of that panic
of Life it is most efficient.
thusiastic reception as was given here as coming in 1893, during Mr. CleveMrs. Augustus Lyon, of East Earl, Pa., writes— Dear Mrs. Pinkstatesman
to
a - distinguished
land's administration, but my friends,
ham:—"For a long time I suffered from female troubles and had all kinds
from a neighboring commonwealth
of aches and pains in the lower part of back and sides. I could not
the very morning after the election
and the nominees of the Republican
sleep and had no appetite. Since taking Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable
in November, 1902 every banker, in
and
governor
party of Kentucky for
Compound and following the advice which you gave me I feel like a
the land, every -other prudent businew woman and I cannot praise your medicine too highly."
lieutenant governor has ever been ness man in this country went down
represent the best any maker can proequaled in the political history of the
Mrs. Pinkham's invitation to Women
to the breakfaet table and took his
duce, the best any store can sell, the best
state.
Women suffering from any form of female wvialcness are invited to
place that morning considering what
was
The enthusiastic demonstration
write Mrs Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass. Out of her-vast volume of exany customer can 1:y.:y.
•
to do with his accounts.
so great when Senator Foraker rose
perience she probably has the very knowledge that will help your
How the Panic Caine.
In X1.2.9S.D.you get fit, style, quality
case. Her advice is free and always helpful.
to speak that he had to pause until it
"Mr. Cleveland had come into powand better service. You secure more of
subsided. At the conclusion of Sena
overthrow
the
protecer pledged to
tor Forakerei address there was a
value in these respects than in ordinary
tive tariff and the house was Demo
been
never
has
that
demonstration
clothes because of the higher grade of
crate and the senate Democrati
equaled in this section of Kentucky.
•
pledged to the same and that uee•
cloth, linings and materials used; and
Men flung their hats in the air and
poll.
sarily
meant
a
changenin
our
because of the newer way of cutting, fitcheered wildly, and women clapped
and every man at once said, 'I don't
their hands in appreeiation of the
ting and shaping these into garments.
know what will be the consequences.
the
address.
When
statesman's
Ohio
but there is something going to hapKeep the name XTRAGooD in mind.
enthusiesm had subsided sufficiently
pen, and I had better begin to cut off
Remember it in connection with this store.
Mr. Waddle arose to introduce the
expenditures.' Every banker began
governor.
le
publican
nominee
for
Come here for boys' clothing.
L.
to think what bills receivable he
He remarked that hut a few years
could collect, and those who had pee
Sults for Seem)/ and all Occasions.—Boys'doublesago be had wandered in political
much
rolls began to consider how
easted coat and pants suits, also Norfolk., ages 7 to
darkness and had been a Democrat.
they could cut them down; manufact17; also Russians, Sailors and Juniors for youngsters
"Thank God.' he said, "that finally
urers and others considered what or21h, to 10. A g-reat variety or fabrics that are suitthe light did flash before ME' and now
they could cancel, and so everyders
and
all
and
patterns
desired.
Prices
the colors
$5.00 to $12.00.
able
as I had been converted, I ask my
body found ouC that everybody else
Democratic friends to give Mr. Willwas frightened and a then the panic
son a patient hearing and with their
came.
minds open to conviction."
"But I am not going to wear your
,The ovation given to Sentator ForPatience for I 'know you want to hear
aker
was
when
Mr.
Willduplicated
415,041r _B,7.2.0ADWAY
Governor Willson. You know how
son bowed his acknowledgements.
hard the times were. You know that
DinfiTTERS T-0 NENAND BOYS V
he
and
It
was
mom
moments
before
meal...MR aa....1.!ARM=
this continued until
we
restored
could make himself heard.
prosperity by electing William
McesDeetHeiMr.14,elteet•CO.
"1 come to you on duty." said Mr
MAKLIM
Kinley president and re-enacting a
Willson. "That splendid greeting
protective tariff.
comes right to my heart, and I want
"We had only forty-three Repubto come to your hearts. That is Kenlicans in the, senate when we contucky, and you have given to the
the reefular run of the Chattanange senator from Ohio, and to me, a real vened on the fourth day of March,
tomorrow while that boat goes on the Kentucky greeting right from the 1897. President McKinley, you remember, called it in extraordina.
way, for 'repairs.
heart."
session, to enact tariff legislation.
Tte! Chattanooga came in from the
Mr. Willson then launched Into one and he did it with all confidence as if
Tennessee last night with' a good
of his typical speeches, vigorous yet he had a majority in both houses, intrip.
NoW
I ti'T stiS
temperate, denouncing Democratiei'stead of a majority in one and a minThe Buttorff was 24 honrs late In
WICKLIFFE NEti
misrule, and pointing out the way to t ority in the other.
getting
In
from.
Evansville
on
her
River Stagett.
Kentucky's
.
• "Well, we met, we understood the
Cairo
13.4 0.2 rise first trip In the place pt the Hbpkins.
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Senator Foraker was introduced by situation and we undertook it with
The Joe Fowler will be in from EyChattanooga
9.3 1.3 fall
Mr. Waddell in a neat little compli- embarrassment and with doubt as to
Complete machine shop.
11.5 0.1 rise anseille today.
Will Regin !Wilding Is Thirty Days Cincinnati
mentary speech, and spoke in part as the result. You frequently hear peoEvansville
6.9 0.7 fall .The Dick Fowler skipped out for follows:
To Croft,. N., 4'. mid St. L.
132-.134 N.Fourth St..
Phones 787
ple speak contemptuously of caucuses
Cairo this morning with a good busFlorence—Missing.
Near Hardin, Ky.
that In- Don't
congrtulete
you
"I
want
to
do it, ever again
iness aboard*.
•
Johnsonville—Missing.
The excursion steamer J. S left ssmuch as you do send Democrats to When the °sums Meant SoinAhing.
Louisville
4.8 0.0 st'd
Washington
to
represent
you,
you
"I used to think disparagingly of
Mt. Carmel
2.4 0.1 fall this morning for Cairo. She has been have sent such splendid men as those
E. C. Weston, general manager of Nashville
9.3 0.4 fall repainted while in the local harbor. who have represented you there the caucus, but I got over it. When 11111111111111•11111=RIPM731211.1211110111M11111111111111IRRIMMIR-1121MIIIRODIE18111111111:2M11111
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The towboat Margaret came in last
the Cairo-Tennessee River Railroad Pittbburg
the Republican senate of the United
5.0 1.0 fall
There was Senator Beck. a great
night
from
the
Tennessee
(ompany. was in Wit kliffe Wednes- St. Louis
river,where
States called together in extraordt
9.1 0.2 rise
strong, vigorous man, with a splendid
.1ay and reported that the building of Mr. Vernon
6.9 0.2 fall she has been aiding in the attempt to robust manhood and an able retire- nary session in 1S97 by President Meraise
the Duffey at Big Bend shoals.
a railroad from Wickliffe to Hop- Paducah ....
Kinley, met in caucus and discussed
7.0 0.2 rise
The crew report that very little has sentative and Democrat of that an- whet we should do, we realized that
klneville is an assured fact. The
1
.
had
the
dent
kind.
And
then
been done towards raising the Dnffy
contract for building the road has
we had only forty-three votes; and
The river ha, begun to rise slightarid it is not expected that she will pleasure of serving with your Senator that we must have forty-live it order
been let and actual work will begin
ly hut not enough change is expected be
Lindsay.
a
splendid,
strong,
honorraised before the water begins to
in 30 days.
to pass anything. There were only
to be of any beneflt to shipping. Tb
fall again. The towboat Osborne was able upright gentleman, not anything one or two vacancies at the time
The line will extend through Maylow water stage has caused nearly all left
at the shoals. The Margaret will the matter with him except only that What were we to do about it? was
field, will cross the N.. C. and St. L.
the steamers to tie up at the bank
leave tonight for the shoals and will he was a Democrat. But he was net
road near Hardin. Marshal! county.
the question. Wedebated it at length
for repairs.
carry additional wrecking apparatus a Democrat mu,:h to hurt. Now that
It will cross the Tennessee river at
and resolved that In our conference
The Saltilio will be in from St,
Kentucky,
talking
to
I
am
here
in
to he used by the wrecking crer
!try and the Cumberland river at
we wculd discuss what the rates
Louis Saturday night.
Kentuelcians. I might say that 1 have
there.
Lanett.
should be; that we would determine
The steamer Kentucky, which has
The (Royal brought in a large also served with your later senators.
by a majority of all the Republicans
recently undergone a thorough overcrowd of people to attend the laces Senators Blackburn and McCreary.
fien't forge.
r 'INisesday.' hauling at the marine ways. will take
present just what they should be, and
today. The Cowling also had a big.and they were men who were faithful
i
that way an agreement was reached
passenger list on her regular runs representatives of their constituencies
as to the rates. and that We would
'with nothing to interfere with their
from Metropolis.
stand together and vote our fortyusefulness
only
their
political
ideals
-—
three votes for each schedule, and
and opinions, and that did interfere
we hoped that we might pick off a
with them a good deal.
•
Democrat here and there, and that
e Splendid Republicans.
enough of them would be absent to
"But it is more agreeable to speak pesa the schedules.
of the splendid Republicans whom I
"The result on the final passage
have known from this great state of was exactly what we had hoped for.
Kentucky. One of the greatest con- It happened that there was enough
There is a pair fine patent leather
tributions to the public life of the Democrats absent to make it pass
nation made by Kentucky was in the the senate, and when it passed the
The only Fee and
person of Justice John M. Harlan senate it went back to the houee
wholesome headache
He was one of the old Union soliders, where they agreed to the amendremedy.
and It was as such that I first knew ments we had made, and then
we
him, and it was that whet] first en- went over to the white house and it
All
In our west window and we are
Drwrots
deared him to me, for there is noth- took President McKinley about a
.011N.
ing that so touches a man as tha,m1nute to put his name to it and
going to present them to the
lee sale rod guaranteed by
knowledge that a man was his corn- make it a law."
they fit.
rade in the years of
186151866
Prosperity Came.
His reeord on the bench of the su"We at once adjourned and startpretne court of the United
Stetes ed for our homes, for me a journey
will forever be a credit to this great of only one night from Washington
It is the duty of every voter to
commonwealth that has produced so to Cincinnati, and when I stepped off
regint r Tuesday and register
many great lawyers and jurists. And the train at the station that morning
early. Sickness, business or one
coming down a little to the later or- in Cincinnati. the first thing I heard
of many unforeseen eontingender of Republicans, there is gallant was 'prosperity has come.' Every
cies may arise to prevent your
Governor Bradley. and we know that mill started, everything began again.
HERE'S one thing sure, though; if you can't
registering ip the afternoon.
I; Is all right with Republicanism In
"Now, my fellow citizens, that
workers
earty
will
'Jour
be
lookwear the ones in the window, you can find a
Kentucke when we see him at the prosperity has continued without any
ing after the voters tO see that
front. He is not only a soldier of interruption from that eime to this
perfect fit in our regular stock. Bates Shoes are
Urn; get out. Everyone flj41
the order, but he is a sane, strong II speak fully and with detail in orregisters voluntarily and early
made for comfort—"Made for You"—and they're
level-headed
Republican,
&lames der that you may see that prosperity
relieves then] of that much reready to bear testimony to the truth. comes with the enactment of a tariff
certainly stylish. Look like five dollars' worth—
sponsibility and gives them the
"And now if there is another man law. The Democrats say that Pros.
more time to look up the dilawear like it, too. We carry all styles and sizes 5 1-2
in 'Kentucky, who is more entitled idence has brought it about. Well
they. Go early and speak to
than anther to stand alongside of now that is true. 1 think Providence
tc 11, AA to EE. ,
your neighbors about regberaJurtice Harlan and Governor Bradley had everything to do with it., That it
time Tuesday's registration may
•
it ic the next governor of Kentucky put the Republican party back into
deride the local election. The
power, utilized the Republican party
Augustus E. Willson.
party whose vote gets •mt first
tie bring this legislation about and arThe Fellow He Is After.
usill have the adcantage.
"1 thought I would try to think of ranged for this protmerify to come
a subject about which to speak with- Yes Providence has to do with every.
out giving any offense to any Demo- thing that a great nation does, and if
crat who might honor me with his I belonged, my Detnooratie friends to.
presencethis afternoon and talk to 1 a party that Providence seems to he
Nor beautifying your yards and
him. The fellows who de not agree frowning on as it hat Et0 often on the
estimates on flower beds we
with me are the fellows I am after;'Democratic party, 1 would get out of,
will call and see you. Phone
I like to sit down and talk it ()emelt. That is the advice I would give
&hiatus Uros: for tne largest
(ineorperr;ied.)
and most complete stock of
carefully with them; I like to reason you."
flowers and plantain the city.
with them, so I thought I would talkl
312 Broadway
Free delivery to any
absut this great prosperity we have, —The merchant, fit writing his ad.
part of the:city.
ertisAment. •mpt.te•--in hie bid for
an?! haw' it catae About.
SCHMAL35 BROS. • Now, we Repuhileane claim that the rentlesee interest—with the events
.:it is ene th the proteotive tariff, but of the world of rureent importance—
'We. Carry the Union Store l Card
Ii•-lt h Phu'neat 1023.
Imeerporatist
our Democratic friends say the tariff but lw has the advantage at all times
11111111
had nothins to tiO with it, aad they of appeeling to pocket-book-Interest.

HOW PANIC CAME
IS VIVIDLY SHOWN

In XTRAG021) this Store Offers You
The Best Boys' Clothing Made

TIRED AND SICK
YET MUST WORK

They Are
Absolutely Guaranteed

T

•
Iv

•

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

L

TRAGOO

CLOTHES FOR BOYS

1

FOR RENT

y A

Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

Oa

alum&)

-

AMERICAMFRAAN NATIONAL BANK

Foreman Bros,Novelty
Co.
,,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

C. & Ti.

WELCOME

VISITORS

'

WILL THEY FIT YOU?
Bates Shoes $3.50

DR. JAMES

HEAD-ACHE

Move to Paducah and buy

CURE

good light and power cheap.

Price 100

man

If You Are the Cinderella
You Get 'Em Free

W. B. M'PHERSON

T

Ask our business men and
householders about our
serVice.

Look When You Pass--The West Window

U..G.GULLETT CO.

I

FLOWERS

/1'he

Paducah Light& Power Co.

•

•

1

"Phone"
When you. want a prescription filled or anything in the
lines carried in a drug store,
and want the finest quality
and want it at reasonable
price—pone your needs to
us. We will promptly deliver your order free of charge
to any part of the city. Note
the place, Fourth and Broadway.

A Rock In the Baltic

Herbs of Life

By ROBERT BARR.
,.../futbor of
•"Th. Triumphs of Eugene Valmont." ••Tekla." "In the Midst of
Alarms," "Speculations of John Steele." -The Victors." Etc.

American

Cup

FREE

NAIL keept:ig, Ira n c trim'to my. persons In each
8 nort hand, Pea- I nit.:1mi a business cullege.who will at once
mai.eielp, Aintonetic, Telegraphy, Letter t CLIP and send this notice (mentioning this
Drawing, Bust. paper) to Drouglion's Practical Bus. College:
Law,
Moo:mato:el
*flans.
PADUCAH. 814 BROADWAY;
or Evansville, Memphis or St. Louis.

Copyright, 1908, by Robert Barr.
By Arrangement with The Authors and Newspapers Association of New York.

Healing Oil

(Continued from last issue.)

Sold by

-sw.11•11

New York Yacht Club Will Not
Lower Standard of Prier By
Agreeing.

Dark though thejlhadows and weary
Dinner Saturday.
s
the way.
The De.1,,o; Aid of the bezond BapLights on the brie and a song for
tist Ann!, will serve dinner and
•
the day!
tapper at Rhodes-Burford Co., SatAtt'ays - a rift of blue sky up above,
ADOPTED, urday, 'September 25th. 19-07.
RULES
DEFINITE
Always a song in my 'heart for my
Menu for Dinner.
love;
Soap.
Veal Roaet, Baked Chicken with123 Always a song for my dearie somewhere.
dressing
Chicken
with
New York, Sept. 27.—Sir Thomas Baked
Healing the sorrow and lifting the
Corn.
Veal Rowe.
Lipton's challenge called for a race
scare;
for boats built under the new rule
Butter Beaus. Sweet Potatoes.
Always a river of rest in the dell.
Creamed Potatoes.
to rate in the sixty-eight foot class,
Slaw. Always a dream In the land of love's
and asked permission to build two Sliced Tomatoes.
spell;
Celery.
challengers and sail with the fastest.
Salmon Salad.
Always a song for my dearie and me,
Pickle. Potato Salad.
But it failed to comply with the deed
Iced Tea Out of the shadoweto lift us to glee!
Hot Biseult.
icor gift in stating any water line or Bread
—Baltimore Sun.
Hot Coffee.
other dimensions of the challenging
Apple and Mince Pie.
boat and was turned down for this
Tripper- I say, Johnny, what do
Meals 25...
reason.
•
;b
untry du when a wasp
Supper.
attempt
baronet
made
an
for.
Af..nu
The Irish
?
''"1
"
i"as
Biscuit
to force the New York Yacht club to Hot Steak.
Little Johnny
I oelemaly
accept his proposition for a race tinPotato l'uffs.
iecolen Oidnion.
Corn,
der the new rules, evickently figuring
Ch
lid.
Saratoga
Pit ta ,
that the talk of "wholesome boats" Sweet Potatoes
Et Vest 11.1.11. P .1 11 1" CAB AND
Coffre,
an4 "present rules" would so confuse
Tea.
a'111111 LINE.
tt4 situation that the club would
Meals 25e.
(Incla-porated.)
have difficulty in declining to race
Will sell pies, cakes, doughnuts.
without endangering its reputation
I'll %\'s'ihl.I,K.I'Ill'',hl PACKETS
for fairness. He evidently banked
A "ten-penny" nail mead's that one
on the well known sentiment of the thousand nails weigh ten pounds.
(Doily Except Sunday.)
Ameriean people to race ''under any
The word "penny" in this sense is a
conditions," confident of the ability
corruption of pound.
Steamers Joe frnk'ler and John S.
of the nation to defend its honors, to
ilopkns leave Paducah for Evanshelp him force the club to accept his
rind way landings at 11 a. m.
proposal.

"One, if you please," interrupted
Dorothy.
told me that the Con"Lovesick all against our will."
sternation paid off as S0011 as she ar"Only one."
rived, and probably be will have gone
-Twenty years hence we shan't be
lo Russia."
A pair of lovesick maidens still."
'V you address him at the admiralty
"I ant 'dense(' to note," said Dorothy
In Loudon, the letter will be forwarddemurely, "thatethe lent written le
el wherever he happens to be."
the topic° to your father has brouglit
Drug Store.
"How do you know?"
"I have heard that emit is the ease." you hack to the Gilbert and Sullivan
"But you're not sure, and I want to plane again, although lu this fairy
glen you should quote from dolituthe'
be certain."
"Are you really in love with him, rather than from 'Patience.'"
A Great Grapevine.
"Yea, Dot, this spot mieht de for a
Although it has been bearing lus- Kate?"
cove
In the 'Pirates of Penzance.' only
course
I
"Of
kuove
,
that
am.
You
zious fruit for the sovereigns of Engwe're too far from the sea. But, to
land for nearly one hundred and rery well, and I don't want any stupid
return to the matter in hand, I don't
fifty years, the great grapevine near misapprehension to arise at the beginthink there will be any need to sena
author
to
a
silly
as
allows
ning,
such
still
Cumberland Lodge, Windsor, Is
that cablegram. I don't like the idea
hunthe
four
his
story
to
putting forth fresh shoots, and looks carry on
of a cablegram, anyhow. I will reIn better condition at the present dredth page of such trash as this." tent in the hotel and dictate to tny
Rath Muni 71
time thin it has done for many years, And sbe gently toweled with her toe frivolous father a serious composition
which
lay
on
unoffeuding
volume
the
says a London report. Some of the
quite as stately and formal as that reFnw-th arid Broadway
the ground beneath the hammock.
bunches this year weigh as much as
"Then why not adopt your father's volved from the prince. Jae will adfour or five pounds each, and the suggestion
and cable? It isn't you wbo dress it anti seal it, and then if you
marked improvement in the strength, are cabling, you know."
are kind enough to inclose it in the
of the vise is probably due to the
-I couldn't consent to that. It would next letter you send to Lieutenant
fact that a new glass house, giving look as If we were in a hurry, wouldn't Druummud it will be sure to reach
Jack Lamont ultimately.",
more room and light has been erect- II?"
Dorothy sprang from the hammock
ed over it by the king ai special in"Then let me cable."
to the round.
structions. The house is 138 feet
"You? To whom?"
"Oh,* she cried eagerly, "I'll go into
long and 25 feet wide, and contains
"Hand me up that despised book.
-—
Lipton Between Two Fires.
about 4,500 square feet of glees. The Kate, and I'll write my cablegram on the hotel with you and write my tetln failing, however, to comply
temperature of the grapery, is kept the fly leaf. If you approve of the te at once."
Katherine smiled, took her by the MAYVIELD CITIZEN HAS PLAIN with the clearly defined :toms of the
at from 63 to 7,0 degrees. About 900 message, I'll go to the hotel and scud
JAG WITHot T IN 1 FRILLS.
artn and said:
deed of gift and in nominating a
It
at
once."
bunches of black Hamburg grapes
"You're a dear girl, Dorothy. I'll
smaller boat than the class that had
Katherine
gave
her
the
book
and
are new hanging from the roof, but
race you to the hotel as soon as we
always raced for the cup, Sir Thomas
in one year, during the reign of the lent the little silver Devil which hung
are through this thicket."
•
antagonized
two distince classes in
Life
and
H
late Queen Victoria, 2;4110 bunches Jingling with other trinkets on the
His
All
Has Had It
the club. He antagonised the elaito
were reared. ,King Edward, however. chain at her belt. Dorothy scribbled a
Folks Pay Ills Eiii•• iii the
note, tore out the fly leaf and pre- (To be continued in next !testae.)
which holds the trophy to be offered
tonsidera this too many, and the
Police ('ourt, ,
'tented It to Katherine, who read:
for speed only, and which belit4e,
number pas since never exceeded
Alan Drusrionond, Illuewater Club, Pall
there should be no restrictions . to
The,Touch That Heals
1,000.—iew York Tribune.
, Mall. London:
limit boats, and he antagonized the
Tell Lamont that his letter to Captain Is the touch of Bucklen's Arnica
"Been drunk all my life, judge," element which, though favorable to
They who pour out their hearts Kempt was delayed and did not reach Salve. It's the happiest combination
the captain until today. Captain Her:dot's
replied W. Y. Wiley, an aged real- a race under the new rules, wants to
never empty them.
gaol+ win be rant ender cover to you at of Arnica flowers and healing balsams
your club. Arrange for forwarding it ever compounded. No matter how dent of Mayfield, when he was asked see the cup raced for with nothing
you leave England.
ee plead to a charge of drfinkenness but the largest class of boats permitDo You Open Your Month
DOROTHY AMHURST. old the sore or ulcer is, this Salve in the police court this moping. Wyoted by the deed of gift.
cuts,
Likes young bird an'] gulp down whatWhen Katherine finished reading she will cure it. For burn, scalds,
ley's drunk was only a plain one,! Both of these parties feel that to
ever foe( or medi.rine may be offerod you? looked up at her friend and exclaimed, wounds or piles, it has no equal. however, anel Judge Cross let him go i race with small boats under either
Or, do you want to know something of the -Weill" giving that one word a mean- Guaranteed lit all druggists. 25c.
with a fine of $1. Attorney 34. E. the new rule or the oldo would lower
rombosition and character of that which
ing deep as the clear ji)ool on whose
Seay and Deputy County Clerk C. Ldthe cup from the high position it has
7ou take Into your stomach whether as
borders she stood.
Mason, of Mayfield, who happened to always held and would tob It of all
Well Placed.
feud or medicine?
Dorothy's face reddened 99 if the
!Met intelligent and sensible welts
The head of a large mercantile be at the city hall, paid the old man's significance.
now-a-days inset on kutovinc what they sinking western sun was shining fun house
I By Joking the course he did. Sit'
received not long ago a letter fine and he was allowed to go.
employ whether as food or as medicine. upon it.
John Davis, charged with mall- 'I hornas practically closed the gates
millionaire
hanker
in
the
west
front
a
Dr Pierce belie-:s they have a perfect
"You write to one'another, then?"
asking that the latter's son be placed clou sly cutting Charles Grace, was, against himself, and there are those
right t, in t oo el such knowledge. So he
s
"Yes."
ha granted a continuance until nouday•'who believe that his purpose in chatdcast and on each bottlein some business bodge where
publishes,
"And is it a ease or—
Other cases: Burt Hill, drunk and lenging as he did was nothing else
Ines are made of
r. *ha
could learn "things from the bottom
"No; friendship."
disorderly, $10 and costs: Butler than to have the conditions under
'rids be retie
fiea
up."
The
writer
explained
that
his
"Snre it is nothing more thsn that?"
ec&uaç
Fondaw, drunk and disorderly, con- which the club would race for Hui cup
offspring was "no good at horns'."
Dorothy shook her head.
which his medicines
clearly defined.
Soon after the western millionaire tinued.
"Dorothy. you. are a brick; that's
are
are Ste is an u'era
curs Ye Null
what you are. You will do anything received the following from his New
e r silo r
Club Adopts Definite. Buie.
5Tr4Rgr1
A Ilumane Appeal.
to help a friend lu trouble."
York friend:
tane
If this were his end, he succeeded
en the cure of woman's peculiar weak.
Dorothy =Med.
A humane citizen of Richmond, In answer to the general demand
"Dear Blank—Your hopeful has ar
.11S.SeS, irregularities and derangements,
"I bare rici few friends that whatever rived. I have given him employment
Mr. U. D. Williams, 107 West within the club that the question of
gititig ri.e, to frootanat headriches, back- I can
do for them will not greatly tax in mu' establishment at $6 a week Main street, says: "I appeal to all rules to goYern future contests be
ache. ,:r3c2n..r-down pain or distress in
low•oalkt,,in:rial or pelvic region. accom- any capabilities I may possess."
with others of his class. One of.these persons with weak lungs to take Dr. as tiled definitely, so that in future
-Nevertheless, Dorothy, I thoroughly young men has just bought a $5'e,ofttimes, with a debilitating,
King's New Discovery, the only rem- such situations as had nog developed
pelvic. catarrhal drain and kindred symp- appreciate what you hare done. You 0W, yacht and another comes to the
edy that has helped me and fully would be avoided, the club passed a
toms of e ce k neat, Dr..Pierce's Favorite did not wish any one to know you were
Pr...script:on
a most efficient remedy. corresponding with him, and yet you office in a $9,000 motor car. No comes up to the proprietor's recom- resolution on the subject which deIt is equally effective in curing painful never hesitated a moment when you doubt your son will find his surround- mendation." It saves more lives than clared that it was its -opinion that
tweeds. In giving strength to nursing
ings oongenialo—Harper's Weekly.
the cup should never be defended by
,and In preparing the system of saw.I was anxious."
motto
all other throat and lung remedies any boat smaller than the limit set to
"Indeed, Kate. there was nothing to
the 4.3k;s0,t.i,•12 nit ii. r itor /sthy'5 coming,
put together. Used as a cough and the deed of gift, ninety foot waterC11:1121,!1'th
t' and emit- coneeal. Ours Is a very
thus reiai r
ordinary exLost and Found.
ii isa. The " vorite Pre- chongb of
parat i v el y i
cold cure the world over. Cures line in sloops and 115 feet waterltne
I
have
letters.
only
had
two
m.,
yesterLost,
a.
between
9:30
a most potent, -tren,..;:lt,, ning
- scription
asthma, bronchitis, croup, whooping in schooners, and that it should not
• tonic to th,, ceneral system and to the —obe at Bar Harbor a fee- days after day and noon today, a biliOUS attack.
hoarseness
prgans distinctly feminine in particular. he left and another longer- one since
cough,
quinsy,
and be hedged about with any conditions
This
with
headache.
nauseilnd
sick
It is Also a soothing and invigorating we came to the hotel, written from
hemorrhages
of
the which might prevent designers front
stops
phthisic,
nerve)...tini ures nervous exhaustion,
loss was occasioned by finding at all
lungs and builds them up. Guaran-iterning out the fastest boat that
nervous prosiration, neuralgia, hysteria, Engioud."
druggists
a
box
of
Dr.
King's
New
spasms. china or St_ Vitii,'s dance, and
"Did the last one go to Bar Harbor
$1.00.1 could be built, irrespective of type.
:•yrnpl,)ms at- too? How came you to receive it when Life Pills, Guaranteed for bilious- teed at all druggists. 50c and
ether distre,,ing: tn ,c%
It reached this conclusion on acTrial bottle free.
tendant Kee functional and organic dis- we did not
ness, malaria and jaundice. 25c.
get ours?"
count ,of the well defined sentiment
eases of Ow ,;:onetly feminine organs.
"It did not go to Bar Harbor. I wave
A host of medical authorities of all the
that this cup should stand for the
High Honor for Louisville Man.
several schools of practice, recommend NM the address of my lawyers in New
Proof Aplenty.
At the annual meeting of the Amen- yyachting championship of the world
each of the several Ingredients of whirb York, and they forwarded it to me
"Bibli O'Phile is quite a book lover
'Favorite Prescription.is made for the
lean Bankers' association, now being hnd that to race for It with handlcure of the diseases for which it is claimed here. Lieutenant Drummond was -or- isn't he?"
held- at Atlantic City, N. J., Colonel caps of artificial limitations was to
to be a cure. You may read what they dered home by estoue one wire had au-Book lover? Well, I should say he
say for youreeif by sending a postal card thority to do so and rex-dived the mesJ. D. Powers, vice president of the destroy its whole significance.
request for a free booklet of extracts sage 'p-bile be was sitting with me on is! I lent him four of my hest ones Third National bank. of Loutavilled
from the leading authorities, to Dr. R. V.
a year ago and he hasn't returned
Health in the Canal Zone,
Pierce, Invalids' Hotel and Sujrgical In- the night of the ball. He had got into them yet -t. Louis Star Chronicle. and vice president of the Citizens'
stitute, Buffalo, N. Y.,and it will come to trouble with Busch,. There had been
Bank and Trust company, of Mid- 1 The high wages paid make it a
you by return post.
ett Investigation, and he was acquitted.
dlesboro, was elected president for i meighty temptation to ours young artiI saw that he was rather worried over
the ensuing year. All of the promi-!sans to join the force of slrilled work the order home, and I expressed my
neat
bankers of the United States are
membersneeded
to construct the Panama
sympathy as well as I could, hoping
Por the
members of the American Bankers'
loanal. Many are restrained, howererything would turn out for the best.
association and the honor of being
ever, by the fear of fevers and malie asked if he might write and let
president is great and is one much
laria.
the knowing -ones—those
me know the outcome, and, being interand
after;
the
Colelection
of
sought
ested. I quite willingly gave him perw
have used Electric Bitters, who
orrel Powers to this position shows who
mission anti my address. The letter I
the high esteem in which he is held go there without this fear, well knowDenatured
receifed was all about a committee
by the bankers of the country. Colo- tug they are safe from malarious inmeeting at the admiralty in which he
Alcohol
nel Powers is also president of the fluent* with Electric Bitters on hand.
Nashville, Tenn., September
took part. Ile wrote to me from tioi
Commonwealth Life Insurance corn- Cures blood poison, too, biliousness,
it, 22 and 23, round trip
club in Pall Mall, to lich I have adpany, of Louisville. which was organ- weakness and all stomach, liver and
dressed this cablegram."
11.75, good returning until
We take pleasure in announ0!zed over two years ago and which is
There
WIlf4
a
sly
dimple
in
Katherof
kidney troubles. Guaranteed by all
account
30,
September
Ing that we now have Denatured
one of the -best and most solid finanine's cheeks as she listened to this
druggists. 60c.
homt coming.
Alcohol tor our trade. It is to
cial Institutions in Louisville.
Richmond, Va., September
he used for burning purposes
GENERA!. ROBERT E. LEVI
only, as nearly every one now
29th to October 5th, round
Was the greatest genera) the world has
fe
knows, but for use in the arts
trip $21.75, good returntng
ever known. Ballard, snow Liniment
is the greatest Liniment, Quickly cures
and mechanics it is the most
October 29th, account general
all pains. It is within the reach of all.
and
satisfactory
fue
economical
T. H. Pointer, Hempstead, Texas, writes:
convention Episcopal church.
"This is to certify that Ballard's Snow
known.
Covington, Ky., September
Liniment has been used in my household for years and has been found toi
Cheaper than wood alcohol, It
trio
16th and 17th, round
I be an excellent, Liniment for Rheu.
also burns without any of its !matte pains. I am never without it."
$10.20, returning September
Sold by J. II. Oehlschlaeger, Lang-Bros.
oiTensive odor, Next time try
21st, account Christian Misand C. 0. Ripley.
dish
or
alcoyour
chafing
it
in
convention,
sionary
hol heater; it will be a revela"Why don't you get married?"
Louisville Ky., September
tion
to
phone
you.
Be
sure
to
"Oh! it would be absolutely fatal
14th to 21st, round tett) $6 95,
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
to my literary work."
returning until September 23,
_"What do you write?"
Paducah druggist handles It.
account Kentucky state fair.
"Love storiee."—Cleveland PlainBoth Phones 756,
•
Dealer.
PIACI-651i Ky;

"I3nt .,Jack

Dr. Barry i
Now on sale at

1

PRACTICAL
ffUSINESS
own as the Up-to-Date Business sdieels

POsiTiONs SECURED or MONEY REFUNDED
i ''iLt
IYI:F.Y.: by )1.1.11
By A carom Iry Book- Ines'Paglish.or Illustrating
count), desiring to

Lipton Would Like to Race for

McPHERSON'S

!t•

Ir..:srparatat, $300.000-00 Capital
Latina by Bala=
2/ Celicecs in IS States. Oo. F. Draughwe
Reliable
Safe I

UNDER NEW RULES
WITH SMALL BOAT

Gilbert's Drug Store

SAME OLD DRUM(

Ina.,

a

CHAFING DISH

1

Watch the
Label

ifidahf

Jamestown, Va. — Exposition, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
,Agt Ckv Ikeket Cffice
R. M. PRATHER,

Arms Union Depot
1 1•11111111111
Naii:Mtalnlin.$1111111111111111

15C 3i

pt. and bottle; tie rebate
for bottle.

25c 1 pt. and bottle: be rebate
for bottle.

35c 2 pt. and

bottle; be rebate
for brittle.

"Wed!"
Straightforward explanation, and the
faanteet possible suspicion of a smile
flickere& glite corner of- hem'
She murmured rather than sang:
'• "A Set at kreeekerisaidetip we."
•••••

S. II. WINSTEAD
Prompt' Serino t Iiieettene Orders.
Seventh auti Broadway

SHE rocND REILIF:F
If you are troubleo with liver rom•
plaint and have not received help read
this. Mrs. Mary E. Hammond, Moody,
Texas: "I was in poor health—with
liver trouble—for over a year. Doetors
did me no good and I tried Hernine.
and three betties cured me. I can't say'
too much for Ilerbibe, as It is a, won- I
,dereul liver medicine. I always have
It in the house.. Publish where you
Wish." Sold by J. H. OeIiiischlaeger.'
Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley. .
According- to the statbitida at Toledo, 63 per cent. of the Japinese are
teetotalers.
•

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the'best.

HENRY MANMEN, JR

it! sTEANIER - DICE FOWLER
, Paducah for Cairo and way
KENTUCKY.
landings at 8 a. nt, sharp, daily, exIleok Binding. Bank Work. Legs (-opt Sunday. Special excursion rates
:low in effect frj In Paducah to Cairo
and Library Work a IFINuelalf,
end return, vii
or without meals
Goosilditisic and table nnREMOVED TO THIRD AND

NEV STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS. ILL,

anti room.

'

For further information apply to
S. A. Fowle;-, Gimeral Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fow ler-Ci urnba it glt & Co's Office,
First and Broadway,

1). A. Bailey, Prop.
fewest and twat hotel In the city
Two !strife sample
Rates 112.90.
moms. Bath rooms, Electric Light+, ST. LOUIS &
TENNESSEE RIVER
The only centrally located Hotel Is
P ICE ET COMPANY.
Pie city.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAOF SO
(Incorporated.)
•
LIC;TED.
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVF:11.
s rt.:AMER t'LVDE

FRAU L. MacDONAL.11, BARITONE

I.eavem Paducah for

VOCAL 5TUDIO
'Piers: '4 to 12 a.m., Ito 5p.m ,
7 to 9 p. In.

Seventh and K. be.

PNery

-

Office 205 S. Fourth St.
Office I-1 lure:
2 to 4 v. ITI •
a to 10 si.m.
Both Phones 210.

R. L. McMurtrie
Old Phone 14 12,

Manufacturer of

River

p.
Master
Clerk

This teompany Is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Pada!cab to Waterloo. Fare for the round
!trip $3.00. Leaves Paducah every
Wednesday at 4 p. nt.

KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE

THE

LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

Mattresses
Furniture Stored and Packed

at

.5. W. MItICHT
ECCEN E ROBINSON

Phone 51)

DR. H. T. fiessig

Tea1111
,
0.4`e

W141114.441ay

FOR roucHs
OLDS

tor117.3a.
Bottle Free
AND ALL TURC AT Alt11 LUNG TROUBLES.

*silo

OCAP_ANTELDSATISFAC OR
OR STONEY 1-tEll'UNDED.

409 leuerson St

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located ot

Cila.uber's Stable.
We are

ready, for all kinds of lptillng.

TELEHIONE 499
•

NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indicate. Purity of the

Early Times
And

Jack Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can
not,secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.

r
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All the new cont'-eits in Neck'wear properly
.11nd place here. New Shirts, New Hats,
New I esti., New 4-losiery.
•
•
••••++
•
...Nu.
•••••••6•••••••

BROADWAY'
ATCQ
OUTFITTEWARIEN7ANDSOYS
415 T°41

i

We especially direct attention to our Children's Department, r.vhere shopping is so
easy and satisfactory. :
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E extend you a cordial invitation to
come in to see the great display in cloth.as .os jog and men's and boys' furnishings
with which we inaugurate The New
Store's second year. On the foot stone of the
great success of our first year, we are taking a
g eat step upward and onward.
In every community there is one store that
stands apart as the best, and it is a great measure of the keenest satisfaction to us to know
that we have attained that enviable position in
our first year.
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Till SPARTAN 3
The Newest Style
_fir Young Men
a little ahead and
A LWAYS
exclusive, The New Store
shows the only offering In the
new style for young men—the
Spartan
It is a three-button
coat, with the back three inches
shorter that the front, giving It
the dip drape: open welt Reams;
single pocket in the vest, and
with the deep cuff trousers.
The patterns are striking—the
whole suit k up to the latest
tick of the clock of Fashion.

The coming of The New Store marked an
epoch in Paducah retail clothing, it set a higher
standard for ready-to wear garments which we
shall endeavor to carry to a still higher(degree.
A store for all men, any suit any man's
fancy dictates he desires, is here for him.
It would be a pleasure to have you call,
inspect them at any time.

'Pricesfrom $10 to $45
•
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